Some Important History

Clark (Shorty) Long, an ex- Navy Seal
and original owner of Sea-Long, invented
the first neckseal and hood assembly in
1985. He worked closely with the staff at
Geisinger Health Systems, part of Penn
State University to medically evaluate the
assembly’s safety and effectiveness. Mr.
Long enlisted the assistance of Gerald Cox
to develop the Series 300 neckseal design
which consisted of hand-dipping molds in
latex. This neckseal was grouped with the
zippered hood for a period of time until it
was proven that separating the neckseal
from the hood during a dive provided
sufficient air breaks. The Series 300 set the
standard for neckseal and hood design in
the hyperbaric industry. They say imitation
is the sincerest form of flattery. There are
several imitators available now, but none
are Sea-Long!

Sea-Long has new Leadership

We are pleased to announce that the 32-year-old company Sea-Long Medical Systems
Inc. is now under new leadership effective October 1st 2016. As part of the change, the
company headquarters has moved from Kentucky to Texas. Please allow us to introduce
ourselves. The new Sea-Long Team is made up of; our daughter Melissa, our son
Christopher Austin Jr., and his wife Dr. Laura Austin, and we are Chris and Valarie Austin.
Sea-Long Medical Systems Inc. is not only a business venture for our family. We believe
in and have personally benefited from hyperbarics. We feel so strongly in hyperbarics that
we want to expand the knowledge and expose everyone we see to what we learned to the
benefit of all. The safety aspects of the hyperbaric treatment process is important to us,
so prior to our purchase of Sea-Long, we completed 40 hours of Hyperbaric Technician
Training, and we plan to be certified as Hyperbaric Safety Directors.
Our commitment to you is to deliver an unprecedented level of service. We believe this
can only be achieved through open dialog and clear and concise communication, so
please let us hear from you. Tell us what we’re doing right, but more importantly, let us
know what we can do different, and ultimately better, in how we serve you. We can be
reached directly by email: sales@sea-long.com, or by phone at 502-969-4949.
Our hyperbaric accessory department is being expanded to include zone valve boxes,
high/low alarm panels, cryogenic hoses and check valves, passive vaporizers, automatic
and semi-automatic oxygen manifolds, ground strap testers, chamber ground test kits,
and a complete line of 100% cotton, no-pocket, hyperbaric scrubs…to list a few items. If
you know of products we can offer that would be of benefit to you, please let us know.
Our new website is now online, and our new product catalog should be out by the time
you read this. We also plan to implement a Quarterly News Letter full of industry related
information that we hope you’ll find informative and beneficial.
We are looking forward to getting to know each of you, and hopefully providing a service
you find helpful and valuable.
Blessings from your Sea-Long partners,
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One-Piece Latex Neckseal &
Large Port Hood Set

One-Piece Non-Latex Neckseal &
Large Port Hood Set

One-Piece Latex Neckseal &
Large No Port Hood Set

The patented designed set contains a latex
neckseal firmly sealed between neckrings.
Neckseal has large opening; ribbing lines
for cutting; raised ports to stop drainage
into tubing; (2) port caps and an accessory
port. Large Hood contains two additional
22mm ports and measures 123/8" (314mm)
x 11½" (291mm). Neckseal is single-patient,
multi-use and Hood is multi-patient use.

The patented designed set contains a
non-latex neckseal firmly sealed between
neckrings. The non-latex compound will
stretch and return to shape even after
multiple uses. Neckseal has large opening;
ribbing lines for cutting; raised ports to
stop drainage into tubing; (2) port caps and
an accessory port. Large Hood contains
two additional 22mm ports and measures
123/8" (314mm) x 11½" (291mm). Neckseal
is single-patient, multi-use and Hood is
multi-patient use.

The patented designed set contains a latex
neckseal firmly sealed between neckrings.
Neckseal has large opening; ribbing lines
for cutting; raised ports to stop drainage
into tubing; and an accessory port. Large
No Port Hood measures 123/8" (314mm) x
11½" (291mm). Neckseal is single-patient,
multi-use and Hood is multi-patient use.

PN5005

PN5002

PN5000

One-Piece Latex Neckseal &
Small Port Hood Set
The patented designed set contains a latex
neckseal firmly sealed between neckrings.
Neckseal has large opening; ribbing lines
for cutting; raised ports to stop drainage
into tubing; (2) port caps and an accessory
port. Small Hood contains two additional
22mm ports and measures 107/8" (276mm)
x 10½" (266mm). Neckseal is single-patient,
multi-use and Hood is multi-patient use.

PN5015

One-Piece Non-Latex Neckseal &
Small Port Hood Set

One-Piece Latex Neckseal &
Small No Port Hood Set

The patented designed set contains a
non-latex neckseal firmly sealed between
neckrings. The non-latex compound will
stretch and return to shape even after
multiple uses. Neckseal has large opening;
ribbing lines for cutting; raised ports to
stop drainage into tubing; (2) port caps and
an accessory port. Small Hood contains
two additional 22mm ports and measures
107/8" (276mm) x 10½" (266mm). Neckseal
is single-patient, multi-use and Hood is
multi-patient use.

The patented designed set contains a latex
neckseal firmly sealed between neckrings.
Neckseal has large opening; ribbing lines
for cutting; raised ports to stop drainage
into tubing; and an accessory port. Small
No Port Hood measures 107/8" (276mm) x
10½" (266mm). Neckseal is single-patient,
multi-use and Hood is multi-patient use.

PN5025
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PN5012

One-Piece Non-Latex Neckseal &
Large No Port Hood Set

Multi-Patient Neckring with Replaceable
Latex Neckseal & Large Port Hood Set

Multi-Patient Neckring with Replaceable
Non-Latex Neckseal & Large Port Hood Set

The patented designed set contains a
non-latex neckseal firmly sealed between
neckrings. The non-latex compound
will stretch and return to shape even
after multiple uses. Neckseal has large
opening; ribbing lines for cutting; raised
ports to stop drainage into tubing; and
an accessory port. Large No Port Hood
measures 12³/8" (314mm) x 11½" (291mm).
Neckseal is single-patient, multi-use and
Hood is multi-patient use.

The Patented Replaceable Neckseal
Series is designed for quick and simple
neckseal replacement between patients;
easier neck-seal trimming and one-person
assembly. The two-piece neckring has
larger opening for patient comfort; raised
ports to stop drainage into tubing; (2)
port caps, inner and outer o-rings and an
accessory port. Neckring is multi-patient
use and autoclaveable. Replaceable Latex
Neckseal is single-patient, multi-use. Large
Hood contains two addition-al 22mm ports
and measures 12³/8" (314mm) x 11½" (291
mm). Hood is multi-patient use.

The Patented Replaceable Neckseal
Series is designed for quick and simple
neckseal replacement between patients;
easier neckseal trimming and one-person
assembly. The non-latex compound will
stretch and return to shape even after
multiple uses. The two-piece neckring has
larger opening for patient comfort; raised
ports to stop drainage into tubing; (2)
port caps, inner and outer o-rings and an
accessory port. Neckring is multi-patient
use and autoclaveable. Replaceable NonLatex Neckseal is single-patient, multi-use.
Large Hood contains two additional 22mm
ports, measures 12³/8" (314mm) x 11½" (291
mm) and is multi-patient use.

PN5022

PN5305

PN5300

One-Piece Non-Latex Neckseal &
Small No Port Hood Set

Multi-Patient Neckring with Replaceable
Latex Neckseal & Large No Port Hood Set

The patented designed set contains a
non-latex neckseal firmly sealed between
neckrings. The non-latex compound
will stretch and return to shape even
after multiple uses. Neckseal has large
opening; ribbing lines for cutting; raised
ports to stop drainage into tubing; and
an accessory port. Small No Port Hood
measures 10⁷/8" (276mm) x 10½" (266mm).
Neckseal is single-patient, multi-use and
Hood is multi-patient use.

The Patented Replaceable Neckseal Series
is designed for quick and simple neckseal
replacement between patients; easier neckseal trimming and one-person assembly.
The two-piece neckring has larger opening
for patient comfort; raised ports to stop
drainage into tubing; inner and outer
o-rings and an accessory port. Neckring
is multi-patient use and autoclaveable.
Replaceable Latex Neckseal is singlepatient, multi-use. Large No Port Hood
measures 12³/8" (314mm) x 11½" (291 mm)
and is multi-patient use.

PN5035

PN5302

Multi-Patient Neckring with Replaceable
Non-Latex Neckseal & Small No Port Hood Set
The Patented Replaceable Neckseal
Series is designed for quick and simple
neckseal replacement between patients;
easier neckseal trimming and one-person
assembly. The non-latex compound will
stretch and return to shape even after
multiple uses. The two-piece neckring
has larger opening for patient comfort;
raised ports to stop drainage into tubing;
inner and outer o-rings and an accessory
port. Neckring is multi-patient use and
autoclaveable. Replaceable Non-Latex
Neckseal is single-patient, multi-use. Small
No Port Hood measures 10⁷/8" (276mm) x
10½" (266mm) and is multi-patient use.

PN5335
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Multi-Patient Neckring with Replaceable
Latex Neckseal & Small No Port Hood Set

Multi-Patient Neckring with Replaceable
Latex Neckseal & Small Port Hood Set

The Patented Replaceable Neckseal
Series is designed for quick and simple
neckseal replacement between patients;
easier neckseal trimming and one-person
assembly. The two-piece neckring has
larger opening for patient comfort; raised
ports to stop drainage into tubing; inner
and outer o-rings and an accessory
port. Neckring is multi-patient use and
autoclaveable. Replaceable Latex Neckseal
is single-patient, multi-use. Small No Port
Hood measures 107/8" (276mm) x 10½"
(266mm) and is multi-patient use.

The Patented Replaceable Neckseal
Series is designed for quick and simple
neckseal replacement between patients;
easier neckseal trimming and one-person
assembly. The two-piece neckring has
larger opening for patient comfort; raised
ports to stop drainage into tubing; (2)
ports caps, inner and outer o-rings and an
accessory port. Neckring is multi-patient
use and autoclaveable. Replaceable Latex
Neckseal is single-patient, multi-use. Small
Hood contains two addition-al 22mm
ports, measures 107/8" (276mm) x 10½"
(266mm) and is multi-patient use.

PN5312

PN5315

Multi-Patient Neckring with Replaceable
Non-Latex Neckseal & Large No Port Hood
Set
The Patented Replaceable Neckseal
Series is designed for quick and simple
neckseal replacement between patients;
easier neckseal trimming and one-person
assembly. The non-latex compound will
stretch and return to shape even after
multiple uses. The two-piece neckring
has larger opening for patient comfort;
raised ports to stop drainage into tubing;
inner and outer o-rings and an accessory
port. Neckring is multi-patient use and
auto-claveable. Replaceable Non-Latex
Neckseal is single-patient, multi-use. Large
No Port Hood measures 123/8" (314mm) x
11½" (291mm) and is multi-patient use.

PN5322

Multi-Patient Neckring with Replaceable
Non-Latex Neckseal & Small Port Hood Set
The Patented Replaceable Neckseal
Series is designed for quick and simple
neckseal replacement between patients;
easier neckseal trimming and one-person
assembly. The non-latex compound will
stretch and return to shape even after
multiple uses. The two-piece neckring has
larger opening for patient comfort; raised
ports to stop drainage into tubing; (2)
port caps, inner and outer o-rings and an
accessory port. Neckring is multi-patient
use and autoclaveable. Replaceable NonLatex Neckseal is single-patient, multi-use.
Small Hood contains two additional 22mm
ports, measures 107/8" (276mm) x 10½"
(266mm) and is multi-patient use.

One-Piece Latex Neckseal
Contains a latex neckseal firmly sealed
between neckrings. Neckseal has large
opening; ribbing lines for cutting; raised
ports to stop drainage into tubing; (2) port
caps, outer o-ring and an accessory port.
Single-patient, multi-use.

PN555

One-Piece Non-Latex Neckseal
Contains a non-latex neckseal firmly
sealed between neckrings. The non-latex
compound will stretch and return to shape
after multiple uses. Neckseal has large
opening; ribbing lines for cutting; raised
ports to stop drainage into tubing; (2) port
caps, outer o-ring and an accessory port.
Single-patient, multi-use.

PN5325
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PN550

Large No Port Hood-Series 500

Large Port Hood -Series 500

Large No Port Hood measures 123/8"
(314mm) x 11½" (291mm). Multi-patient use.

Large Hood contains (2) 22mm ports to
create a 4-port delivery system when used
with any style neckseal. It measures 123/8"
(314mm) x 11½" (291 mm) and comes with
(2) port caps. Multi-patient use

PN5202

PN5200

Small No Port Hood-Series 500
Small No Port Hood measures 107/8"
(276mm) x 10½" (266mm). Multi-patient use.

PN5212

Small Port Hood -Series 500
Small Hood contains (2) 22mm ports to
create a 4-port delivery system when used
with any style neckseal. It measures 107/8"
(276mm) x 10½" (266mm) and comes with
(2) port caps. Multi-patient use.

PN5210
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Multi-Patient Neckring
The Replaceable Series is designed for
quick and simple neckseal replacement
between patients; easier neckseal trimming
and one-person assembly. The two-piece
neckring has larger opening for patient
comfort; raised ports to stop drainage
into tubing; (2) port caps; inner and outer
o-rings and an accessory port. It is multipatient use and autoclavable. Neckseal or
Neckdam Sleeve not included.

Multi-Patient Neckring with Replaceable
Latex Neckseal

Multi-Patient Neckring with Replaceable
Non-Latex Neckseal

The Replaceable Series is designed for
quick and simple neckseal replacement
between patients; easier neckseal
trimming and one-person assembly. The
two-piece neckring has larger opening
for patient comfort; raised ports to stop
drainage into tubing; (2) port caps; inner
and outer o-rings and an accessory port. It
is multi-patient use and autoclavable.

The Replaceable Series is designed for
quick and simple neckseal replacement
between patients; easier neckseal
trimming and one-person assembly. The
two-piece neckring has larger opening
for patient comfort; raised ports to stop
drainage into tubing; (2) port caps; inner
and outer o-rings and an acces-sory port.
It is multi-patient use and autocla-vable.
The non-latex compound will stretch and
return to shape even after multiple uses.

PN529

PN585

PN580
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Tape-On Neckdam & Latex Neckseal Kit

Tape-On Neckdam & Non-Latex Neckseal Kit

Completely redesigned and versatile,
sleeve now works exclusively with the
Multi-Patient Neckrings and any style
Series 500 Hood. It is perfect for patients
who are unable to tolerate a traditional
neckseal. Simply attach to patient’s body
using the included tape. Neckrings are
multi-patient use and autoclavable. Kit
includes two-piece neckring, inner and
outer o-rings, (2) port caps, (1) accessory
port, (1) Roll Blenderm™ Tape, (1) TapeOn Sleeve and for further versatility, (1)
Latex Replacement Neckseal for use on
another patient. (Additional Blenderm™
Tape, Neckseals and Neckdam Sleeves
sold separately). Please reference PN600
Trachea Accessory for trachea applications
(Jackson & Shiley)

Completely redesigned and versatile,
sleeve now works exclusively with the
Multi-Patient Neckrings and any style
Series 500 Hood. It is perfect for patients
who are unable to tolerate a traditional
neckseal. Simply attach to patient’s body
using the included tape. Neckrings are
multi-patient use and autoclavable. Kit
includes two-piece neckring, inner and
outer o-rings, (2) port caps, (1) accessory
port, (1) Roll Blenderm™ Tape, (1) TapeOn Sleeve and for further versatility, (1)
Non-Latex Replacement Neckseal for use
on another patient. (Additional Blenderm™
Tape, Neckseals and Neckdam Sleeves
sold separately). Please reference PN600
Trachea Accessory for trachea applications
(Jackson & Shiley)

PN595

PN590
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Replaceable Latex Neckseal

Replaceable Non-Latex Neckseal

Patient Kit for Replaceable Latex Neckseal

Designed for quick and simple replacement between patients. Sea-Long recommends applying a small amount of oxygen compatible lubricant (sold separately)
to the outer edge of the neckseal to aid in
securing the inner ring to the outer ring.
Single-Patient, Multi-Use

Designed for quick and simple
replacement between patients. The
non-latex compound will stretch and
return to shape even after multiple uses.
Sea-Long recommends applying a small
amount of oxygen compatible lubricant
(sold separately) to the outer edge of the
neckseal to aid in securing the inner ring to
the outer ring. Single-Patient, Multi-use

Patient Kit includes (1) Latex Replacement
Neckseal, inner and outer o-rings and (1)
accessory port. Sea-Long recommends
applying a small amount of oxygen
compatible lubricant (sold separately) to
the outer edge of the neckseal to aid in
securing the inner ring to the outer ring.
Single-Patient, Multi-Use

PN516

PN512

PN517

Replaceable Tape-On Neckdam Sleeve

Patient Kit for Replaceable Non-Latex
Neckseal
Patient Kit includes (1) Non-Latex
Replacement Neckseal, inner and outer
o-rings and (1) accessory port. The
non-latex compound will stretch and
return to shape even after multiple uses.
Sea-Long recommends applying a small
amount of oxygen compatible lubricant
(sold separately) to the outer edge of the
neckseal to aid in securing the inner ring to
the outer ring. Single-Patient, Multi-Use

Completely redesigned and versatile,
sleeve now works exclusively with the
Multi-Patient Neckrings and any style
Series 500 Hood. It is perfect for patients
who are unable to tolerate a traditional
neckseal. Simply attach to patient’s
body using the included tape (Additional
Blenderm™ tape sold separately).

PN597

PN513
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Accessory Port

Port Caps for One-Piece Neckseals

Extra or replacement port for use on any
style neckseal. (CPC 1/4 “ Accessory Port
Kit for headphone/entertainment system
adaption Single-Patient, Multi-Use.

Extra or replacement port caps to be used
on One-Piece Neckseals. Work with ports
on hood or neckseal. 12 Port Caps per
package. Single-Patient, Multi-Use.

PN525

Port Caps for Multi-Patient Neckrings
Extra or replacement port caps to be used
on Multi-Patient Neckrings. Work with
ports on hood or neckseal. 12 Port Caps
per package. Multi-Patient Use.

PN578

PN515

Blenderm™ Surgical Tape for Tape-On
Neckdam
Sea-Long recommends surgical tape
for attaching the Tape-on Neckdam to
the patient. Each roll is 2" x 5 yds. (5cm x
4.5m).

PN124

2-Liter Non-Latex Breathing Bag

3-Liter Non-Latex Breathing Bag

Bag has standard 22mm adapter. SinglePatient Use.

Bag has standard 22mm adapter. SinglePatient Use.

PN1035
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PN1037

Dräger PARAT escape hoods – HARD CASE

Dräger PARAT escape hoods – SOFT CASE

Drager PARAT wall mount for hard case.

Escape hoods are designed to be easily
put on and protect users

Escape hoods are designed to be easily
put on and protect users

Hyperbaric Wrist Strap Tester

From toxic industrial and fire-related gases,
vapors and particles

From toxic industrial and fire-related gases,
vapors and particles

For up to 15 minutes.

For up to 15 minutes.

PN5530

PN5520

The wrist strap tester is complete personal
ground test system. The tester will verify
the connections while the strap is still
on the operator’s wrist. Test parameters
are factory set to pass 80K – 10M,
but are adjustable to match your own
specifications.

PN5521

High Flow Single Gauge Regulator
Features:

■■ 23/4" stainless steel diaphragm eliminates contamination from diffusion or outgassing
■■ 1/2" FNPT inlet and outlet
■■ One piece encapsulated seat design includes a sintered filter to protect the seat from
particulate contamination
■■ 21/2" brass dual scale gauge (psi/bar)
■■ Maximum inlet 3000 PSIG (500 PSIG for 15 PSIG model)

■■ Four port configuration, one high pressure and three low pressure
■■ Self reseating internal relief valve

PN4208
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7000 Series Mask
PN7102 Quick Release Mask Headgear - Larger
PN7204 Straight Adaper - 22mm OD-Multi-patient
PN121 Elbow Adapter, 22mm ID/OD

PN120 Cuff Connector, 22mm ID/ID
PN173 Wye Connector, 22mm OD/OD/OD x 15mm ID/ID
PN174 On•Way Valve, 22mm ID/OD
PN175 One-Way Valve, 22mm OD/ID
PN120 Cuff Connector, 22mm ID/ID
PN151 Aerosol “T” Adapter, 22mm OD/OD/OD
PN121 Elbow Adapter, 22mm ID/OD
PN148-PN149 22mm Tubing
Available in 100ft corrugated (PN148) and 6ft smooth bore (PN149)

PN1037 3 Liter Non-Latex Breathing Bag

10
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Product Features

■■ Face Piece with Integral Sealing Flange is a single-piece mask, made of translucent
tint, soft silicone rubber. Lightweight and easy-to-use.
■■ Anatomically Contoured Face Mask Design with ribbed support for a leak-free
comfortable fit.
■■ Elbow-Shaped or Straight Adapters have 22mm OD which allows improved
freedom of movement for patient
■■ Five Sizes cover a wide range of face-sizes
■■ Quick-Release or Standard Headgear is Machine Washable
■■ Validated for cold chemical high-level disinfection or steam autoclave sterilization
(Mask and Multi-patient adapters)
■■ Durable, low-cost, multi-patient use

Cautions

Federal law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician.
Patients with facial hair, especially beards, may experience mask leakage which could
require shaving.

Petite Series 7000 Mask- Fits Face Length 3.9"
(99mm) x 3.6" (91mm) Mask covers nose and mouth and is suitable for various respiratory
applications.

PN7001
X-Small Series 7000 Mask-Fits Face Length 4.2"
(107mm) x 3.9" (99mm) Mask covers nose and mouth and is suitable for various
respiratory applications

PN7002
Small Series 7000 Mask- Fits Face Length 4.5"
(114mm) x 4.2" (107mm) Mask covers nose and mouth and is suitable for various
respiratory applications

PN7003
Medium Series 7000 Mask- Fits Face Length 5.0"
(127mm) x 4.5" (114mm) Mask covers nose and mouth and is suitable for various
respiratory applications.

PN7004
Large Series 7000 Mask- Fits Face Length 5.5"
(140mm) x 5.0" (127mm) Mask covers nose and mouth and is suitable for various
respiratory applications

Easy-Release Replacement Clips

PN7005

Replacement Clips for all styles and sizes of Series 7000 Headgear. 4 clips per pack.

PN7110
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Quick-Release Headgear-Small

Quick-Release Mesh Net Headgear- Large

Standard Headgear-Large

Black Mesh with Quick-Release Pull String,
Stretch Velcro™ Straps and Locking Easy
Clips. Safe for use in Multi-place Chamber.
Small size recommended for use with
PN7001 Petite, 7002 X-Small or PN7003
Small Sized Series 7000 Masks.

Black Mesh with Quick-Release Pull
String, Stretch Velcro™ Straps and Locking
Easy Clips. Safe for use in Multi-place
Chamber. Large size recommended for
use with PN7004 Medium and 7005 Large
Sized Series 7000 Masks.

Black Mesh with Stretch Velcro™ Straps
and Locking Easy Clips. Safe for use
in Multi-Place Chamber. Large size
recommended for use with PN7004 Small,
PN7004 Medium and PN7005 Large Sized
Series 7000 Masks. Small size not available.

PN7101

PN7102

PN7106

Series 7000 Mask Starter Set

Includes Series 7000 Mask, Quick-Release Headgear and Straight Adapter-22mm OD, Multi-Patient Use (additional adapters sold
separately).
Please select from sizes below.

Petite Mask/Small Headgear

X-Small Mask/Small Headgear

Small Mask/Small Headgear

Face Length 3.9" (99mm) x 3.6" (91mm)

Fits Face Length 4.2" (107mm) x 3.9" (99mm)

Fits Face Length 4.5" (114mm) x 4.2" (107mm)

PN7011

PN7012

Medium Mask/Large Headgear

Large Mask/Large Headgear

Fits Face Length 5.0" (127mm) x 4.5"
(114mm)

Fits Face Length 5.5" (140mm) x 5.0"
(127mm)

PN7014
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PN7013

Non-Rebreather/Continuous Flow Mask Only

Non-Rebreather Mask Set

Continuous Flow Air Break Mask Set

Unique shape ensures a perfect seal and
the extra soft cuff only requires a minimal
amount of pressure. Can be filled with air
or water. Single-patient, multi-use.

Everything but the oxygen! Set includes
(1) Specified size Non-Rebreather Mask;
(1) PN151 Aerosol “T" Adapter; (1) PN174
One-Way Valve, (1) PN175 One-Way Valve
(opposite direction); (1) PN1031 Pressure
Line Adapter; (1) PN1027 4PSI Humidifier
Bottle; (1) PN1037 3-Liter Non-Latex
Breathing Bag, (1) PN7607 Oxygen Tubing7mm, 14ft. and (1) PN7604 Mouthpiece (All
parts available separately).

Provides a more effective, cost-efficient air
break and reduces potential for nosocomial
infections compared to demand valvebased systems. Can be used directly with
Hyperbaric America “Presidential Series"
Chambers, models HA-34 and HA-28,
and Pan-American Hyperbaric Chambers.
Sechrist and Perry Chambers require a
pneumatic door penetrator, hoses and flow
meter system for the air supply. SinglePatient, Multi-Use. (All parts available
separately).

Small PN7601
Medium PN7602
Large PN7603

Small Set PN7611
Medium Set PN7612
Large Set PN7613

Small Set PN7621
Medium Set PN7622
Large Set PN7623

Mouthpiece

Cuff Connector- 22mm

Elbow Adapter- 22mm ID/OD

Single-Patient Use

Standard 22mm ID/ID connections. SinglePatient Use.

Standard 22mm ID/OD connections. Can
also be used to deflect air-flow from patient’s
face inside hood. Single-Patient Use.

PN7604

Swivel Elbow Adapter-22mm OD- MultiPatient
Used in conjunction with any size Series
7000 Mask. Adapter is multi-patient use
and autoclavable.

PN7201

PN120

PN121

Straight Adapter-22mm OD- Multi-Patient
Used in conjunction with any size Series
7000 Mask. Adapter is multi-patient use
and autoclavable.

PN7204
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Tubing Adapter- 22mm
ID/OD
Standard 22mm ID/OD
connections. SinglePatient Use.

PN122

Smooth Bore Tubing, 22mm – 6ft.

Corrugated Tubing, 22mm – 100ft.

22mm tubing can reduce noise by 5
decibels. Sold in 6 foot sections. Not
recommended if adding humidification.
Single-patient Use.

Standard 22mm tubing in self-dispensing
box. Can be cut to length. Single-Patient Use.

PN148

Multi-Adapter
15mm ID/ID to 22mm
OD/OD connections.
Single-Patient Use.

PN152

PN149

One-Way Valve- In 22mm
ID-Out 22mm OD
Standard 22mm ID to
22mm OD connections.
Single-Patient Use.

PN174

Hood Bacterial/Viral/Noise Filter
Aerosol “T" Adapter
Standard 22mm OD/OD and 15mm ID
connections. Single-Patient Use.

Standard 22mm ID/OD connections.
No gas flow restriction. Reduces noise
approximately 6-10 decibels. Can stack up
to 4 at a time. Single-Patient Use.

PN154

PN151

One-Way Valve- In 22mm
OD-Out 22mm ID
Standard 22mm OD to
22 mm ID connections.
Single-Patient Use.

PN175

Pressure Line Adapter
Trachea Accessory
Wye Connector
Connector has 22mm OD/ODx22mm OD or
15mm ID connections. Single-Patient Use.

PN173

Greater comfort for the Trachea Patient.
Fits Jackson and Shiley. Single-Patient,
Multi-Use.

22mm OD x 22mm ID
connections. Elbow
accepts 5-7mm tubing.
Swivels to 360°. SinglePatient Use.

PN1031

PN600
Silicone Adapter- 22mm ID
22mm Female x 22mm
Female silicone adapter.
Multi-Patient Use.

PN176
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Wrist Strap
Anti-static grounding wrist strap
Adjustable cloth elastic strap fits your wrist
comfortably.

4 PSI Humidifier Bottle

Grounding Wrist Strap-6 ft. Cord
Six foot coil cord and 4mm snap stud on
adjustable elastic band.

PN2115

PN2105

Disposable, durable plastic bottle with
preset audible alarm at 4psi pressure relief.
Can also be used with treatment panel.
Single-Patient Use.

PN1027

Grounding Wrist Strap-12ft. Cord
Wrist Strap Tester
The Wrist Strap Tester is a battery
operated “on demand” wrist strap tester.
When the wearer of a wrist strap plugs in
their coil cord and touches the metallic
surface of the Wrist Strap Tester, a path
for current flow is completed from the
wearer’s skin, through the wrist strap. This
action will cause the green “test good”
LED to illuminate.

Twelve foot coil cord and 4mm snap stud
on adjustable elastic band.

PN2110

CPC 1/4“ Accessory Port Adapter
CPC Valve assembly for headphone
attachment to entertainment system or
any quick disconnect tubing used on the
Series 500 Neckseal. Used in place of the
Accessory Port. Single-Patient, Multi-Use.

PN1024

PN2117

Tubing Hanger

Unidirectional “T" Adapter

Oxygen Tubing, 7mm

Designed to hold multiple lines of 22mm
corrugated tubing in place.

Assembled “T" and two One-Way Valves
that allow flow in one direction only.
Standard 22mm. Single-Patient Use

7mm Five-channel, low pressure. Resists
kinking or crushing. 5 to 7mm (1/4 inch)
male fittings. Single-Patient Use.

Single-Patient Use.

PN1033

PN7605

PN7606-7 ft. | PN7607-14 ft.
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Novus Clean and Restore

Large Ear Protectors

Small Ear Protectors

Decrease complications of Barotrauma or
“Ear Squeeze" associated with Hyperbaric
Oxygen Therapy. For adult use only.

Decrease complications of Barotrauma or
“Ear Squeeze” associated with Hyperbaric
Oxygen Therapy. For use with children and
small adults only.

1 Pair PN1010

1 Pair PN1015

Oxygen Compatible Lubricants

Novus #1 gently cleans all plastics without
scratching. Leaves a lustrous shine that
resist fogging. Repels dust and eliminates
static. Novus #2 removes fine scratches,
haziness and abrasions from most plastics.
With repeated use, restores faded and
discolored plastics.

PN1003

Sea-Long recommends slightly lubricating neckseal o-rings to allow for easier seating
and separating. Lubrication can also be lightly applied to the outer edge of Replaceable
Neckseals to aid in securing the inner ring to the outer ring.

Christo-Lube™

TRIBOLUBE® 71

Safe for use in Hyperbaric Oxygen
Chambers.

Safe for use in Hyperbaric Oxygen
Chambers.

2 oz. tube - PN1000

SaniZide Plus™

2 oz. syringe - PN2025
TRIBOLUBE® 71
Safe for use in Hyperbaric Oxygen
Chambers.

PN9032-32 oz. Spray Bottle

2 oz. tube - PN2000
10-50 LPM Flow Meter
Use to regulate the
volumetric flow rate of
oxygen. Provides a visual
indication of flow rate.

PN1025

Ready-to-use and helps prevent crosscontamination. Kills TB, HIV, Hepatitis A, B
& C, and MRSA. Controls mold and mildew
and deodorizes. Non-Flammable.

PN9040 - 1 Gallon Bottle
SaniZide Plus™

1-5 LPM Flow Meter
Use to regulate the
volumetric flow rate of
oxygen. Provides a visual
indication of flow rate.

PN1026

Ready-to-use and
helps prevent crosscontamination. Kills
TB, HIV, Hepatitis A,
B & C, and MRSA.
Controls mold
and mildew and
deodorizes. NonFlammable.

PN9160
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Sea-Long only stocks 100% Hyperbaric safe scrubs, with all the features
specified by us to keep the patient safe and comfortable.
■■ 100% cotton with a loose fit and oversize neck
opening for comfort.

Soon available in up to 6X sizes.
Call for more details.

■■ Preshrunk 5.5 oz industrial fabric.
■■ No pockets to eliminate patients bringing
problems into the chamber.
■■ No elastic, with cotton drawstring.
■■ Meets ISO 9001 quality standards.
■■ Custom features available upon request.

Scrub Bottoms
X-Small...............................HB-6346

Scrub Tops

Small..................................... HB-6347

X-Small...............................HB-6340

Medium..............................HB-6348

Small......................................HB-6341

Large....................................HB-6349

Medium..............................HB-6342

X-Large...............................HB-6350

Large....................................HB-6343

2X-Large.............................HB-6351

X-Large...............................HB-6344
2X-Large............................HB-6345

Pillow Case

Flat Sheet

100% Cotton white pillow case with blue

100% Cotton white flat sheet with blue
“Hyperbaric Use Only” logo. Each sheet
measures 66" x 115".

“Hyperbaric Use Only" logo. Each case
mea-sures 42" x 34".

PN3320

PN3340

Thermal Blanket
Perfect for keeping patients warm and
comfortable during treatment. 100%
Cotton white thermal blanket with blue
“Hyperbaric Use Only" logo. Each blanket
measures 72" x 90".

PN3315
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